ADVANCED MARRIAGE TRAINING FOR SINGLES
Many of today’s Christian singles, who follow their quest for marriage, begin with a
selection of a mate, then premarital counseling, and finally marriage. By the time a couple
reaches the premarital stage, little will stop them from getting married. Marriage can be
long lasting and satisfying for the man and woman. However, the fifty percent of couples
who get divorced would disagree that marriage is beneficial.
In order to reverse this trend we must better equip single adults who desire marriage. The
principles in Dr. Campbell's book, 'Leading Your Marriage into the Promised Land' form
the principles for the Advanced Marriage Training for Singles Seminar. We equip singles
for marriage by teaching the important principles that will sustain unity in the marriage.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Singles will learn:


Root causes of a dysfunctional marriage



To incorporate teamwork into their future marriage



Develop a greater bond between them and their future spouse



Enhance communication between them and their future spouse



Reduce potential conflict between them and their future spouse



To develop a marriage founded on biblical principles



To take proactive steps to enhance their marriage



How to correlate their spiritual gift to their purpose for their future marriage

SEMINAR OVERVIEW
During this seminar, singles become aware of the characteristics of dysfunctional marriage.
Singles learn to use a reflective tool that can reduce tension and disagreements between the
husband and wife. Participants also receive training that results in the husband and wife
working together as a team to develop a family shared vision and family goals based on
biblical principals and the individual values that the husband and wife bring to the marriage.
They also learn their purpose as it correlates to their spiritual gift(s).
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